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Abstract

The banking sector in Indonesia had been through many challenges aftermath
the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The restructuring programs aimed to strengthen
and improve the performance of the banking system. Empirical researches around
the world, however, present various result with regard to the effect of the policy
on bank efficiency. We investigated the determinants of the relative efficiency of
the Indonesian banking industry. Using panel data of 101 Indonesian commer-
cial banks, this study employs a non-parametric frontier method, Data Envelop-
ment Analysis (DEA), to measure the efficiency score. In the second stage, the
Tobit regression model used to analyze the factors that potentially determine
the variation of efficiency score. The finding indicated the bank was technically
inefficient particularly during financial restructuring. The improvement was
evidence toward the end of the period. Bank size, macroeconomic factors, and
three bank groups were strongly associated with bank efficiency level. There
was no strong evidence that merger, which typically the form of restructuring
policy output, positively associated with bank efficiency.
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Abstrak

Sektor perbankan di Indonesia telah melalui banyak tantangan setelah mengalami krisis
ekonomi yang melanda Asia 1997. Program restrukturisasi umumnya bertujuan
memperkuat dan memperbaiki kinerja system perbankan. Namun demikian Hasil
penelitian empiris menunjukkan hasil yang tidak searah dan berbeda-beda. Kami meneliti
faktor-faktor apa saja yang memengaruhi efisiensi relatif di industri perbankan Indone-
sia. Dengan menggunakan 101 bank umum, studi ini menggunakan metode non-
parametrik, Data Envelopment Analisis (DEA), untuk mengukur skor efisiensi bank.
Selanjutnya, pada tahap kedua, model regresi Tobit digunakan untuk menganalisis
faktor yang memengaruhi variasi di dalam skor efisiensi. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan
bahwa bank di Indonesia berada pada level yang tidak efisien, terutama selama periode
restrukturisasi. Namun demikian level efisiensi ditemukan semakin membaik ke arah
akhir periode analisis. Ukuran bank, faktor makroekonomi, dan tiga kelompok bank
memiliki pengaruh yang kuat terhadap level efisiensi bank. Tidak ditemukan pengaruh
yang positif signifikan akan pengaruh merger, yang umumnya merupakan salah satu
output restrukturisasi, terhadap level efisiensi.

Kata kunci: Ukuran Bank, Bootstrap, Efisiensi, Data Envelopment Analysis, Ekonomi Makro
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The Asian financial crisis (AFC) in 1997 led to the

Indonesian banking sector facing huge changes af-

ter alterations to government regulations. Banking,

currency, and debt crises were also issues faced by

the Indonesian economy. After financial crises, regu-

lators aim to restructure the banks and arrange the

industry so it can be stronger and more resilient.

Sato (2005) states that, in the case of Indonesia, the

restructuring program were part of the requirements

set by the IMF when assisting Indonesia.

In the 2000s, regulatory reforms were intro-

duced, which involve revisions of two Indonesian

banking regulations; the Central Bank Act (UU Bank

Indonesia No. 23/1999) and the Banking Act (UU

Perbankan No.10/1998). The results of these regula-

tory changes include restructuring and privatization.

As a consequence, the number of banks decreased

significantly from 151 in 2000 to 120 in 2011. Other

implications were also involved in establishment

several financial-related organizations such as the

establishment of the Financial Service Authority

(FSA) in 2011 and the Indonesian Deposit Insurance

Corporation (IDIC) in 2004.

The essence of these events was to push the

industry in a proper direction such as integrated

supervision system which is independent of the cen-

tral bank; an accredited deposit guarantee scheme,

so forth. The introduction of the IDIC in September

2004 was to be a replacement for the AFC’s blanket

guarantee system. Different from the blanket guar-

antee system, which covers full deposits for domestic

banks only, the IDIC system ensures every bank,

including joint venture and foreign banks. Yet, this

insurance system is only for limited amounts. In this

situation, banks can adjust their operations to per-

form efficiently to gain or retain the larger deposi-

tors’ confidence.

As the typical financial structure in emerging

economies, Indonesia financial sector is back-boned

by the banking industry. After being hit by the se-

vere economic crisis in 1997, the industry has slowly

transformed to a relatively more resilient system.

However, according to IMF (2010), the share of the

Indonesian financial sector to GDP is relatively small

(less than 60 percent), compared other Asian coun-

tries such as Thailand, Malaysia, Korea, and China.

Officially, the banking sector in Indonesian

banking is divided into commercial banks and rural

banks. The differentiation between the two is the

scope and scale of business operation where the first

cover most banking business in larger (mostly ur-

ban) area, while the latter operates in a rural area

with a limited coverage area. Each group is further

divided into conventional bank practice and syariah

bank (also known as Islamic bank). Table 1 details

the assets and the number of banks during the pe-

Table 1. Indonesia Banking Sector’s Profile  

Source: Indonesian Banking Statistics, Bank Indonesia, various editions 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Total Assets (Millions IDR):

Conventional Commercial Banks 1,038,134  1,097,199   1,108,633   1,206,939  1,259,554    1,452,716   1,672,699    1,959,215 2,276,521 2,486,092 2,929,667 3,535,902   

Sharia Comercial Banks 1,721         2,500          3,571          6,579         12,527         17,111        21,151         27,286      34,036      48,014      79,186      116,930      

Rural Banks 4,731         6,474          9,080          12,635       16,707         20,393        23,045         27,741      32,533      37,554      45,742      55,799        

Sharia Rural Banks -            -              -             -            -               585             896              1,215        1,693        2,123        2,739        3,520          

Total 1,044,586  1,106,173   1,121,284   1,226,153  1,288,788    1,490,805   1,717,791    2,015,457 2,344,783 2,573,783 3,057,334 3,712,151   

Total Banks :

Conventional Commercial Banks 149            143             139             136            130              128             127              127           119           115           111           109             

Sharia Comercial Banks 2                2                 2                 2                3                  3                 3                  3               5               6               11             11               

Rural Banks 4,731         2,355          2,141          2,141         2,158           2,009          1,880           1,817        1,772        1,733        1,706        1,669          

Sharia Rural Banks -            -              -             -            -               92               105              114           131           139           150           155             

Total 4,882         2,500          2,282          2,279         2,291           2,232          2,115           2,061        2,027        1,993        1,978        1,944          

Table 1. Indonesia Banking Sector’s Profile

Source: Indonesian Banking Statistics, Bank Indonesia, various editions
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riod of 2010-2011. For decades, the commercial bank

has been the main locomotive of the development

of the Indonesian banking sector. On average, the

portion of the commercial bank’s asset to the total

assets of banks is above 90 percent (Indonesian

Banking Statistic, Bank Indonesia 2000–2011).

Table 1 show that the number of the bank is

developing in the opposite direction with the total

asset, particularly for a commercial bank. The com-

mercial banks are officially divided into six groups,

namely state-owned banks, foreign exchange com-

mercial banks, non-foreign exchange commercial

banks, regional development banks, joint venture

banks, and foreign-owned banks.

The number of the bank is slowly, but consis-

tently, decreasing. The reduction mainly was be-

cause of mergers and acquisitions (other cases were

due to liquidation) which mostly occurred during

the restructuring period. Table 2 exhibits some of

the notable mergers during the post-crisis period.

Table 2. Mergers during Restructuring Period

innovate new products and improve the technol-

ogy used are critical for banks to gain their busi-

ness potential. Theory suggests that competitive

environment logically leads to efficient allocation

of resources in providing financial services, such as

intermediating fund from depositors to borrowers;

improve other financial services and others.

Accordingly, as the availability of loan and

other financial services to business and households

increases, it stimulates economic growth which in

turn improves the income and well-being of the

people. To achieve that goal, restructuring has been

one of the favorable policies in the banking indus-

try in many countries, including Indonesia. This

study is motivated by the increasing awareness of

customers, the internal management of the bank,

policy makers and investors to comprehend the

banking performance as the result of a change in

regulation in Indonesia. This paper may help those

aforementioned related parties to respond to the

effect the change in policy to bank efficiency, par-

ticularly policymakers or regulators in formulating

measured policy.

As restructuring mostly aims to improve bank-

ing performance such which include efficiency, how-

ever, the studies in most Indonesian banking effi-

ciency provide dissimilar results. For instance, bank

size is found to be positively related to Indonesian

bank efficiency. However, they are not always sta-

tistically significant (Hadad et al., 2010; Zhang &

Matthews, 2012), other variables include ownership

and internal bank factors.

Common wisdom about the intention of

change in regulation is to improve market comple-

tion. However, empirical studies assessing the ef-

fect of financial reforms on bank efficiency produce

various findings. Research by Koutsomanoli-

Filippaki, Margaritis, & Staikouras (2009), Hsiao,

Chang, & Cianci (2010), and Zhao, Casu, & Ferrari

(2010) find deregulation have a positive impact on

bank efficiency in Taiwan, Central and Eastern Eu-

ropean Countries, and India, respectively. On the

Year 
Number of Banks 

Merger 
The output of 
Merger (Bank) 

1999 8 3 

2000 8 1 
2001 9 4 

2002 5 1 
2003 2 1 
2004 3 1 
2005 2 1 

2006 2 1 
2007 4 2 
2008 7 3 

2009 2 1 
2010 2 1 
2011 2 1 

 Source: Defung (2014)

This paper tries to examine what determines

the Indonesian banks’ technical efficiency during the

restructuring period. As the financial market and

institution are facing a highly competitive environ-

ment in the globalization era, then perform effi-

ciently, lower the cost, improve the services, and
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contrary, some studies such as Fu & Heffernan

(2009) suggest that bank efficiency tend to decline

after financial reform in Japanese banks and Korean

banks, respectively. There was no meaningful im-

pact of bank deregulation on bank efficiency also

emerge in some studies (Havrylchyk, 2006).

Research on what factors affect bank efficiency

using a two-stage DEA method has been commonly

used by researchers. Variables that included in the

investigation model in international literature can

be grouped in four categories, macroeconomic fac-

tors, market concentration or market share, inter-

nal bank variables, and ownership structure (Sufian

& Habibullah, 2010; Gardener, Molyneux, &

Nguyen-Linh, 2011; Castellanos, Del Angel, &

Garza-García, 2013). The effect the variable included

present different result. For instance, inflation tends

to be negatively affected bank efficiency as of Delis,

Molyneux, & Pasiouras (2011) and Barth et al. (2013),

but the result seems to the opposite with the find-

ing of Hermes & Nhung (2010).

The research on bank efficiency in develop-

ing countries has been vastly growing, yet there are

only a small number of studies on Indonesian case.

Particularly, studies that employed a frontier

method examine the bank efficiency and productiv-

ity. Among others, studies on Indonesian banks that

have been published scholarly and presents a sig-

nificant contribution include Sufian (2009), Hadad

et al. (2010), Margono, Sharma, & Melvin (2010),

Hadad et al. (2012), Zhang & Matthews (2012), and

Defung, Salim, & Bloch (2016). These studies cover

a various period horizon using either parametric or

non-parametric frontier approach. Although there

are the significant findings, the Indonesian banking

industry has never been comprehensively examined,

especially following the crisis or during the restruc-

turing period.

The use of the frontier method in those stud-

ies focuses mostly on a specific group of banks such

as private national banks, state banks, and only large

banks. The period of restructuring is very crucial to

be analysed as it sets as the starting point to im-

prove the performance of the industry. Besides, the

conventional efficiency frontier’s method has been

criticized as statistically unreliable due to the ab-

sence of inference. Therefore, this study tries to fill

the void in the literature to examine what factors

that mostly affect the efficiency measure of Indone-

sian bank by using bootstrap DEA method.

The non-parametric data envelopment analy-

sis (DEA) method is used in this research, comple-

mented by the application of Simar & Wilson’s (1998)

bootstrapping procedure. Through the bootstrap

procedure, the statistical inference of efficiency re-

sult can be obtained; it provides bias-corrected es-

timates and confidence intervals of the original DEA

efficiency score. Furthermore, the determinants of

the efficiency score in Indonesian banks will be ana-

lyzed using Tobit regression at the second stage.

 

Groups 
Number of Banks 

in 2011 
Sample Bank in This 

Study 
% of The Sample Bank 

State-owned bank 4 4 100 
Private national bank*) 66 53 80.3 
Regional development bank 26 25 96.2 
Joint venture bank 14 11 78.6 
Foreign bank 10 8 80.0 

Total 120 101 84.2 

Table 3. Summary of Sample Banks
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METHODS

The data set is the annual bank financial re-

port covering the period from 1993-2011 which is

published by the Indonesian Central Bank (Bank

Indonesia). The observation includes 101 Indone-

sian commercial banks which represent more than

80 percent of the total Indonesian commercial banks

assets.

Based on the number of existing banks until

2011, there are 19 banks have to be excluded due to

incomplete data and/or being closed down before

2011. Table 3 detail of the sample bank per-group

The measure of efficiency and productivity

might be meaningless if input and output measures

used are not specified carefully. Inefficiency stud-

ies, the set of input and output variables is critical

to affecting the results (Das & Ghosh, 2009). The

literature reveals that intermediation and produc-

tion methodologies are the most frequent methods

used to specify inputs and outputs in productivity

and efficiency research (Berger & Humphrey 1997).

This production approach assumes banks to be pro-

duction centers where the deposit is treated as an

output. In intermediation approach, the bank is con-

sidered as medium to intermediate funds from the

depositor to the borrower, where the deposit is re-

garded as an input, together with other input vari-

ables (Sealey Jr & Lindley, 1977).

There is no agreement on which approach

works best. Therefore this research uses an inter-

mediation approach, focusing on the banks’ role in

intermediating funds from surplus to deficit units.

Table 4 shows the details of the input and output

variables used in this study.

Table 4. Variables for DEA

Outputs Inputs 

Total Loan (y1) Total Deposits (x1) 
Other Earning Assets (y2) Fixed Assets (x2) 

 

Variable  Exp. sign Description 

Dependent variable     
Bank efficiency TE   Technical efficiency of the bank  
    
Independent variable    
Economic growth GDP + Indonesian GDP growth  
Inflation Infl - Consumer price (annual %) 
Broad money Bmoney +/- Sum of the currency sum outside of the bank (% of GDP) 
Concentration ratio HHI - Measured by the Herfindahl Index (HHI), the sum of squared 

shares of bank loans to total loans. 
Size Size + The natural log of the bank’s assets 
Risk management NPL - Measured by the % of the bad loan over the total loans 
Profitability ROA + Return on assets measured by the % annual profit before taxes 

over average assets 
Capital strength CAR +/- Capital adequacy ratio measured by the % bank’s capital over 

risk-weighted assets. 
Bank restructuring Dmerger + 1 if a merged bank, 0 otherwise 
Listing bank dlisting + 1 if a listing bank, 0 otherwise 
Foreign exchange 
operation 

dforex + 
1 if a foreign exchange bank, 0 otherwise 

State bank d_state +/- 1 if state bank, 0 otherwise 
Private bank d_private +/- 1 if domestic private bank, 0 otherwise 
Joint venture bank d_jvb +/- 1 if joint venture bank, 0 otherwise 
Foreign bank d_purefb +/- 1 if foreign bank, 0 otherwise 

 

Table 5. Second Stage’s Variables
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To investigate the impact of other factors that

possibly affect the efficiency measure, some of the

explanatory variables are chosen to provide expla-

nations as to Indonesian banking efficiency differ-

ences. This procedure will be performed in the sec-

ond stage. Table 4 presents the selected explana-

tory variables which are included in the research.

The second stage variables are chosen to represent

economic conditions, bank characteristics, market

concentration, restructuring policies, bank status,

bank group, and ownership status.

A brief of data summary of the variables is

presented in Table 6, which presents descriptive sta-

tistic for the inputs and outputs over the research

period. As can be seen from the table, the total de-

posit is the dominant input whereas the total loan is

the largest output part on average.

First, the non-parametric DEA approach with

variables return to scale (VRS) assumption is em-

ployed to calculate Indonesian banks’ technical effi-

ciency. Following Banker, Charnes, & Cooper

(1984), the technical efficiency is estimated using the

following model:

DMUs; and Y is the matrix of output of others DMUs

which range from i = 1…n; x is a vector of input of

the ith DMU. The VRS assumption is chosen because,

like others DMU, there is a possibility a bank may

not operate at optimal scale. As mentioned by Coelli

et al. (2005), some external aspects, e.g., the con-

straint on finance and imperfect competition may

affect operation.

The main critic regarding the original DEA

results is the absence of statistical inference which

indicates the estimated efficiency scores are inaccu-

rate. Following Simar & Wilson (1998), this study

addresses the limitation of statistical verification by

employing the DEA bootstrapping procedure, which

can be summarised as follows: (1) calculate the DEA

efficiency score  for each bank  i = 1,…, n, by solv-

ing the linear programming models previously; (2)

using kernel density estimation, generate a random

sample of size n from θi  i = 1, … , n,  given 
1b 

,…, 
Lb

;

(3) calculate a pseudo-dataset (x*
ib
,y

i
), i = 1,…, n, to

construct the reference bootstrap technology; (4) for

the pseudo-data, calculate the bootstrap estimate of

efficiency y θib  
∗  of θi   for each i = 1,…, by solving the

bootstrapped input as explained in the previous

chapter; and (5) repeat all of the steps B times (in

this study, B = 1,000) to generate a set of estimatesθib  
∗ , b = 1, … , B . 

Simar & Wilson (1998) suggest an improved

calculation which improves for bias without using a

noisy bias estimate. If the distribution of  θib  
∗ − θi  

is known, then it would be possible to approximate

a
a
 and b

a
 such that  Pr −bα ≤ θi − θ ≤ −aα = 1 −  α. 

This term can, therefore, be approximated by esti-

mating the values a*
a
 and b*

a
 given by 	(−bα∗ ≤ θib

∗ − θi

  Total Loans  Other Earning Assets  Total Deposits  Fixed Assets  

Mean 47,898.83 27,410.02 74,765.25 2,179.09 
Max 973,979.27 625,001.56 2,461,022.61 54,090.65 
Min 4.78 39.29 14.51 3.64 
SD 126,638.28 72,941.01 218,286.08 6,111.27 

 

Table 6. Descriptive Statistics of the Outputs and Inputs

Source: Author’s calculation based on bank financial reports published by Bank Indonesia

Minθ ,λ  θ, 

Subject to −yi + Yλ ≥ 0, θxi − Xλ ≥ 0, 
I1′λ = 1, λ ≥ 0 (1) 
 

Minθ ,λ  θ,

Subject to −yi + Yλ ≥ 0, θxi − Xλ ≥ 0, 
I1′λ = 1, λ ≥ 0 (1) 

Where  is a scalar value between 0 and 1 and

representing the efficiency score for the ith bank; 
is an I x 1 vector of constants; I1 is an I x1 vector of

ones; y is the output vector for the ith Decision-Mak-

ing Unit (DMU); X is the matrix of input of the others
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≤ − aα∗ ) = 1 −  α.  Following placing −bα∗  , −aα∗   to the

endpoint of the array, the estimated percentage con-

fidence interval is is θi +  aα∗ ≤ θ ≤ θ + bα∗ . 

Since some of the external factors were un-

able to be accommodated directly in DEA; hence,

following Coelli et al. (2005), those variables are

analyzed in the second stage toward the efficiency

scores. Additionally, the second-stage method has

been commonly used in DEA approach research, such

as Tecles & Tabak (2010) and Barth et al. (2013). As

the efficiency scores are ranged from 0 to 1, this re-

search used the Tobit regression method which per-

mits limited-range dependent variables. The standard

Tobit model is as follows: ∗ =  ′ + ; =∗, if ∗ ≥ 0, and = 0, ootherwise (2)

Where re εi ≈ N(0,σ2), i
 is the vectors of in-

dependent variable and  is the coefficients, whereas

 and  are the observed DEA efficiency score

and the vector a latent variable. To accommodate

the above explanatory factors, Equation (2) can be

extended as follows:

TE
it
=  + 

1
size

it
 + 

2 
CAR

it
 + 

3
NPL

it
 + 

4
ROA

it
 +


5
HHI

t
 + 

6
GDP

t
 +

7
inlf

t
 + 

8
BMoney

t
 +


9
Dforex

it
 + 

10
Dlisting

it
 + 

11
Dmerger

it
 +


12

D_state
i
 +

13
D_PureFB

i
 + 

14
D_private

i
 +


15

 D_JVB
i
 + 

i
   (3)

Where TE is the technical efficiency (DEA) of

the bank, and i represents bank at time t for annual

observation.

RESULTS

The Efficiency of the Indonesian Bank

The banking industry’s annual technical effi-

ciency scores from 1993-2011 are presented in Table

7. We decided to calculate the score since 1993 to

capture the variation of the efficiency before the AFC

1997. The original result is column 2, followed by

followed by bias-corrected estimates and bias in col-

umns 3 and 4, respectively. The other two columns

give the lower and upper bounds of the estimated

efficiency for the 95 percent confidence interval.

Year Estimated Efficiency 
Bias-corrected 

Mean 
Bias 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper Bound 

1993 0.4759 0.4189 0.0569 0.3349 0.4801 
1994 0.4827 0.3947 0.0880 0.2906 0.4880 
1995 0.5611 0.4902 0.0709 0.3979 0.5648 
1996 0.5369 0.4911 0.0457 0.4302 0.5404 
1997 0.4880 0.4181 0.0699 0.3331 0.4916 
1998 0.7136 0.6847 0.0289 0.6381 0.7157 
1999 0.6393 0.6048 0.0345 0.5485 0.6418 
2000 0.5858 0.5420 0.0437 0.4547 0.5876 
2001 0.5583 0.4958 0.0625 0.3903 0.5618 
2002 0.6075 0.5597 0.0478 0.4716 0.6093 
2003 0.6133 0.5646 0.0487 0.4798 0.6154 
2004 0.6668 0.6218 0.0450 0.5441 0.6688 
2005 0.6822 0.6389 0.0433 0.5645 0.6839 
2006 0.6934 0.6516 0.0419 0.5780 0.6949 
2007 0.6981 0.6597 0.0384 0.5929 0.6994 
2008 0.5785 0.5202 0.0583 0.4327 0.5814 
2009 0.5268 0.4705 0.0563 0.3795 0.5299 
2010 0.5851 0.5327 0.0523 0.4509 0.5878 
2011 0.5956 0.5471 0.0486 0.4676 0.5980 

Mean 0.5942 0.5425 0.0517 0.4621 0.5969 

 

Table 7. The Average Efficiency Estimates of Indonesian Bank
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In total, the Indonesian banking industry was

not efficient in the analysis period. The overall mean

efficiency estimate is 59.42 percent for the whole

period, with the highest level occurred in 1998 at 71

percent. This leaves room for the Indonesian bank-

ing industry to reduce input use by an average of

40.58 percent, without a decreasing the amount of

output. The results show a substantial asymmetry

among banks regarding technical efficiency. Pre-cri-

sis improvements in efficiency coincide with deregu-

lation implementation in the 1990s by the Indone-

sian government. Deregulation increased competi-

tion among banks, which led to improved perfor-

mance in the banking sector.

Estimated efficiency trends are shown in Fig-

ure 1; it is vividly showing that although the bank

is inefficient throughout the period, it shows effi-

ciency improvement towards the end of the period.

In addition, this pattern highlights the possible im-

pact of several economic turmoils occurred in 1997

and 2008. The restructuring policies taken at the

beginning did not show the maximum efficiency of

bank function intermediation.

tion in the late 1980s does not seem to affect bank

efficiency in 1993 and 1994. The efficiency rebounded

to a relatively constant and stable score from 2002-

2007, although it is still far from a fully efficient stan-

dard. These patterns are like the pattern identified

by Zhang & Matthews (2012) who found cost effi-

ciency in the Indonesian banking industry was low

in the initial period (1992-1993) in the asset creation

model but is higher in their income flow model.

Figure 1 displays fluctuations of average tech-

nical efficiency during 1993-2011. Overall, the trend

of Indonesian bank efficiency is improving toward

the end of the period. There is three majors’ down-

turn occurred in 1997-1999, 2000-2002, and 2008-2009.

These downturns possibly related the three econom-

ics turmoil or events which caused average efficiency

to decline: the AFC in 1997, the restructuring pro-

cess aftermath the AFC and the global financial cri-

sis. The 1997-1998 period is known as the AFC. The

result shows after a decline in 1997; the efficiency

increased sharply throughout 1998. This condition

might be explained since there was no proper de-

posit insurance in place at that time; the depositors

lost their confidence which resulted in a massive

withdrawal from the bank. Deposit volumes would

then significantly decline while on the output side;

there is no change in the amount of on bank balance

sheets.

The second downturn (2000-2002) is the ini-

tial period of financial restructuring, which includes

mergers, privatization, and acquisitions. This can be

explained as banks need to consolidate their opera-

tion to meet some business requirements, such as

capital adequacy ratio, assets management, and so

forth, which tightened following the crisis. The fi-

nal fluctuation (2008-2009) is during the global fi-

nancial crisis, which spread to the Indonesian bank-

ing industry. Before that period, during the 2003-

2004, the efficiency shows an improvement in effi-

ciency. Therefore, results present a question regard-

ing source those variations.

 

 
Figure 1. Annual Means of Estimated Efficiency for All 

Figure 1. Annual Means of Estimated Efficiency for All Banks

During the initial period, the average efficiency

starts at the lowest level of 47.59 percent. However,

in total, it slightly increases over the period. In some

period, there are notable ups and downs. Basing on

the low score in the early 1990s, financial liberaliza-
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Figure 2. Technical Efficiency by Group of Bank
Source: Author’s calculation based on DEA results

Year 
State-Owned 

Bank 
Private 

National Bank 
Regional Development 

Bank 
Joint Venture 

Bank 
Foreign 

Bank 
Total 

1993 3 3 2 3 2 27 

1994 3 1 2 2 0 25 

1995 4 4 1 1 2 31 

1996 4 5 4 4 1 36 

1997 2 3 2 3 2 26 

1998 2 10 2 6 5 42 

1999 3 8 1 6 3 33 

2000 3 7 1 7 5 38 

2001 3 3 0 4 5 29 

2002 3 6 1 5 5 34 

2003 3 5 1 4 5 27 

2004 2 4 3 7 5 29 

2005 3 3 1 3 4 27 

2006 3 5 3 3 5 35 

2007 2 5 3 4 6 37 

2008 2 2 3 2 5 29 

2009 1 4 0 3 7 32 

2010 3 4 0 2 5 30 

2011 3 4 0 3 8 39 

 

Table 8. The Number of Efficient Banks

Efficiency estimate shows that the original

efficiency estimates are in the confidence interval

range. However, they are upwardly biased com-

pared with bias-corrected efficiency scores. This is

due to sampling variation with caused the sensitiv-

ity of efficiency estimate. Results are similar to those

of Simar & Wilson (1998) but are contrasted with

those obtained by Tortosa-Ausina et al. (2008). The
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Variable 
 2000–2011  1993–2011 

 Coef SE  Coef SE 

Size  0.050 *** 0.008  0.039 *** 0.007 
CAR  0.004  0.004  -  
NPL  -0.003  0.059  -  
ROA  0.090  0.080  -  
HHI  0.394 ** 0.169  -0.273 *** 0.043 
GDP  0.061 *** 0.008  0.005 * 0.003 
Infl  0.009 *** 0.001  0.006 *** 0.001 
BMoney  0.007 *** 0.002  0.003 ** 0.001 
Dforex  -0.038  0.024  0.004  0.020 
Dlisting  -0.010  0.021  0.017  0.019 
Dmerger  -0.068 ** 0.029  -0.030  0.027 
D_state  0.166 *** 0.083  0.177 *** 0.075 
D_PureFB  0.224 *** 0.059  0.173 *** 0.053 
D_Private  0.033  0.037  0.022  0.033 
D_JVB  0.208 *** 0.050  0.202 *** 0.045 
Intercept   -1.036 *** 0.176   0.087 0.069 

/sigma_u  0.0965 *** 0.011  0.0875 *** 0.010 
/sigma_e  0.0958 *** 0.003  0.1208 *** 0.003 
rho  0.3486  0.041  0.2382  0.036 
Log-likelihood 546.00    515.52   
Wald chi2   244.99 ***   349.06 *** 
Observation   1212    1919     

 

Table 9. The Determinants of Bank Efficiency

biases vary across the period. The bias is less than

0.05 in 1996, 1998-2000, 2002-2007, and 2011, but in

the remaining years, the bias is above 0.05, with 1994

showing the largest bias.

Further, the efficiency measures are classified

into five groups of banks by averaging the score

annually. The result is shown in Figure 2, and the

amount of efficient banks per-group is presented in

Table 8. As can be seen in the figure, that banks

owned by the state government are the more effi-

cient group followed by a foreign bank, whereas

the least efficient is regional development bank and

private national bank.

The Determinants of Efficiency

Using equation (3), the determinant of effi-

ciency is estimated with results shown in Table 9.

Two periods of estimation results are provided to

capture the effect of an explanatory factor on effi-

ciency during financial restructuring (2000–2011),

and to observe the effect on the full period (1993–

2011).

The estimations are over the whole Indone-

sian banking industry and include four dummy

group of banks. Every model has good explanatory

power, and the Wald chi2 are all statistically signifi-

cant at 1 percent. It indicates that the regression

model is robust and reliable to explain the determi-

nant of efficiency.

Some variables have significant roles, in ex-

plaining their existent on efficiency. However, the

magnitude of their influence is not consistent. Banks’

status, which is listed bank and foreign exchange

operation (forex), do not have a significant effect at

both periods.

Note: SE stands for a standard error, while ***, **, and * indicate the 1 %, the 5% and the 10% level of significance, respectively.
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Due to unavailability of data before 2000, the

internal bank characteristic variables (Size CAR, NPL,

and ROA) are only included in the shorter period.

The inclusion of these variables is to test whether a

bank’s capital strength, the presence of bad loan

inherits from the crisis and ability to earn profit have

determined the efficiency. As can be seen in Table

9, the only size has a meaningful effect.

DISCUSSION

There are some variables that show consis-

tent results across the periods, such as size, macro-

economic variables, and the group of a foreign bank,

a state bank and JVB. Those variables are shown to

be positively significant to the level of bank effi-

ciency. The size of the bank displays a positive ef-

fect on the banking industry efficiency under both

regression results. This means larger banks can be

more efficient than smaller banks, confirmed other

research such as Zhang & Matthews (2012), Hadad

et al. (2010), and Hadad et al. (2012), but it is con-

trary to those of Ye, Xu, & Fang (2012) and Jha, Hui,

& Sun (2013) who find a negative relationship. In

Indonesia, as typically exist in many countries; large

banks tend to be advanced in diversifying their

product, technology, and number branches which

outweigh any negative effects.

The market concentration (HHI) assesses the

effects of bank market power on the efficiency. The

finding presents an ambiguous impact over the two

periods which is not meaningful due to the lack of

significant coefficients. HHI has a negative coeffi-

cient from 1993–2011 but is positive for 2000–2011.

This negative correlation suggests a highly concen-

trated market reduces bank efficiency, supporting

the hypothesis. This concurs with Ye, Xu, & Fang

(2012) and Barth et al. (2013).

All macroeconomic variables demonstrate

their important role in bank efficiency. The positive

and statistically significant of variable GDP strongly

implies that the bigger the economic growth, the

better bank efficiency. To some extent, this finding

is the opposite to the result of Sufian (2009) in Ma-

laysian banks. The 1990s-economic growth volatil-

ity does not appear to negatively impact on techni-

cal efficiency from 1993-2011. The coefficients of

inflation coefficients are in a contrary of commonly

expected. Given the strongly statistically significant

relationship to bank efficiency, it is tended to ad-

vise that the higher the inflation, the more favor-

able to banking efficiency. This is conflicted with

the common results of bank efficiency studies by

Delis, Molyneux, & Pasiouras (2011), Barth et al.

(2013), and Castellanos, Del Angel, & Garza-García

(2013). However, this result is in line with Hermes

& Nhung (2010) although the magnitude is statisti-

cally insignificant.

Furthermore, this finding supports the claim

of Grigorian & Manole (2006). They claim that inef-

ficiencies do not always relate to high inflation since

the inflation can be represented in the form of non-

price behavior. Finally, broad money results indi-

cate that higher efficiency is strongly related to the

higher currency outside banks.

As mentioned earlier, the status of the bank

as being a listed bank (in Indonesian Stock Ex-

change) and/or a foreign exchange bank is not mean-

ingful to efficiency. This finding does not support

Hadad et al. (2012), who states listed banks are more

efficient than average in the industry. However, the

results confirm the findings of Havrylchyk (2006)

in Polish banking. The results are surprising as listed

and foreign exchange banks in Indonesia are large

and are the best performers in many studies.

About the restructuring itself (merger), the

magnitude of the effect is negative under both peri-

ods, although it is even stronger in a shorter pe-

riod. This variable is important to be observed as

the focus of this study which is to the factors that

affect the efficiency. As can be seen from the re-

gression results, the restructuring variable (merger)

tends to affect negatively on banking efficiency. This

result is in line with earlier research by Halkos &
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Tzeremes (2013). Both papers present the result that

a merged bank does not mean efficiency gains. This

seems to contradict to the result of a size which sug-

gests bigger is better. The possible explanation might

be the longer time horizon required by a merged

bank to perform efficiently following the integra-

tion and transition process.

Observing the different group of banks and

their possible impact on bank efficiency, foreign,

either pure foreign ownership or joint venture bank,

and state banks appear to be consistently signifi-

cant throughout the period. The result strongly im-

plies those three group of banks have a positive ef-

fect on Indonesian banking sector efficiency. This

supports the findings in many studies related to

developing countries, particularly that foreign banks

perform better compare to its domestic counterparts

by Gardener, Molyneux, & Nguyen-Linh (2011).

Nonetheless, there is a need to be cautious with

comparisons. The ‘foreign bank’ here is defined as

a bank branch which is 100% foreign-owned, while

most research includes partially-owned foreign

banks. In that case, it is similar to joint venture banks

(JVBs) of this study.

Among the bank group, the JVB itself even

has a stronger positive coefficient compare to oth-

ers. Other research has found differently, such as

Lensink, Meesters, & Naaborg (2008). State banks

are more efficient, having positive and statistically

significant coefficients, meaning private national

banks are consistent with Das & Ghosh (2009) in

their Indian bank studies and Staub, Souza, & Tabak

(2010) for Brazilian banks.

The result of private national banks, which is

the biggest group in term of some banks, is con-

trary to others. There is no evidence that this group

has a powerful influence on efficiency. It shows the

positive effect, but the coefficients are statistically

insignificant over the periods. These results place

private banks as the least efficient in the industry.

Due to their large number of bank, therefore, their

performance is simply the reflection of the industry

as a whole. Based on that result, the policy in forc-

ing the bank to merge should be marinated consis-

tently.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions

The results show that the Indonesian bank-

ing sector is not totally efficient. The technical effi-

ciency mean was found to be 59.4 percent, indicat-

ing that inputs can be reduced by 40.6 percent on

average relative to the current best practices. The

overall trend is improving toward the end, although

fluctuations have occurred. This contrasting move-

ment may be attributed to improvements in bank

management regarding the core function of bank-

ing resulting from the presence of proper pruden-

tial supervision. The regression of some variables is

convincing. Macroeconomics factors, bank size and

foreign presence in bank ownership is the most in-

fluential variable that affects technical efficiency. The

policy of merger during the restructuring period is

in the opposite direction than what expected. From

those findings, it can be concluded that Indonesian

bank efficiency during the restructuring period is

not necessarily influenced by the restructuring

policy, but by various factors. Disparities exist in

direction, level of significance and magnitude of the

variables can be observed in the model, showing

that each variable depends on the periods and which

model is used.

Suggestions

Some suggestions can be assumed from the

results. Firstly, based on the variable of size, there-

fore a consistent and simultaneous policy regard-

ing mergers on the private and small bank is needed

to promote efficiency in the industry. Although in

the short run the result indicates otherwise. Sec-

ondly, a stable macroeconomic cycle must be main-

tained, and reforms sped up to promote bank effi-

ciency. Results imply there are some policy implica-
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tions that possibly can be drawn to improve the fu-

ture result, such to implement policy toward stron-

ger and resilient banks.

Due to some limitation of this study, we en-

courage future research to include some alternative

variables to represent restructuring such as acquisi-

tions, ownership structure and using stochastic fron-

tier. Additionally, a comparative result of determi-

nant efficiency pre-restructuring and after restruc-

turing would be very good for future study.
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